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COMTRUK TRI-GATE
aluminum cargo bed with operable gates
comtruk.com

COMTRUK© TRI-GATE
The Comtruk Tri-Gate aluminum cargo bed is designed and manufactured
to provide best-in-class features and tackle the toughest jobs of today’s
commercial customers.
Our cargo beds deliver superior safety and utility with folding, removable,
and lockable gates. Cargo can be loaded from three sides, improving
productivity and reducing fatigue. Quickly and easily secure loads with the
T-slot channel system integrated into the gates, floor, and adjustable rack
bars. The T-slots accommodate standard fasteners and provide multiple
options for tool and equipment mounting. Adjustable side steps and assist
handles are available to permit easy bed access.

THE COMTRUK ADVANTAGE
LIGHT &
STRONG
Light and durable,
industrial aluminum
reduces weight and
saves on fuel.

RISK
MITIGATION
Easy access to the load
space from three sides
for safer loading and
unloading.

VERSATILE
Reconfigure for the
industry or job; easy
to use the gates and
change accessories.

VALUE
Gain time savings, fuel
savings, and strength
from a long-lasting
cargo bed.

BUSINESS
BRANDING
Accommodates vinyl
wraps and signage for
brand recognition.

HUGE CARRY
VOLUME
More flat floor space,
less weight, more
payload, more volume.

Comtruk’s value and quality begins with high strength and high tensile
industrial grade aluminum alloy, manufactured to OEM quality and
appearance standards. It is extruded with integrated structural ribbing for
strength and treated with chromate conversion powder coating to eliminate
corrosion or rust.
Our high-quality materials and rigorous fabrication standards enhance
appearance, durability, and residual value.
Our lightweight beds increase payload and improve fuel economy.

Comtruk beds are easy to install with bolt on mounting to OEM chassis
requiring no drilling, welding, or riveting.

The intuitive load management system is easy to reconfigure for multiple
types of cargo.

Optional side steps, lockable storage drawers, and the EZ Lift-N-Load side
lifter, enhance the beds utility.
hello@comtruk.com
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COMTRUK© TRI-GATE
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VEHICLE SPECIFICATION: CHEVROLET SILVERADO

talk to your dealer to learn more

‘just
gotta
ask’

COMTRUK TRI-GATE

Colors and trims displayed may be an option. For the full range of standard finishes, talk to your Comtruk dealer.

DISTRIBUTION ENQUIRIES:

Jim Baldridge

jim.baldridge@comtruk.com

hello@comtruk.com
comtruk.com

